Why it Remains Difficult for Remote Cardiologist to Obtain the Locus of Control for Ambulatory Health Care Conditions Such as Congestive Heart Failure?
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“...it is essential that those held accountable have the processes of care being assessed under their locus of control…”
Harlan Krumholz

Clinicians and researchers aiming to improve congestive heart failure (CHF) services need to invest in quality assurance research. In this regard standards of accountability can be met for the goals set within any particular programme. Part of this process involves gathering evidence, which is the basis for audit and observational research. Implementing these findings can be straightforward when the issues are limited to resources. In all cases the responses can be negative, positive or somewhat positive where certain measures are taken within the constraints of that system. These issues becomes more difficult when findings involve implementing a new strategy or if there are more than one choice available. We have previously discussed some of these challenges and potential solutions for the NT [1-5]. In this short commentary, we discuss briefly some issues on the implementation strategies for CHF best practice in the Northern Territory (NT) of Australia and why it remains difficult for the cardiologists who are held to account to also maintain a degree of control on the process.

The position statement on performance measures complemented with the above statement was designed to encourage clinician led research practice [6,7]. The advantage of this approach is that it encourages those who are providing a service, being assessed for that services, a consensus derived platform to maintain a degree of control over this process. In fact, this statement may have greater significance in remote and areas of need where local knowledge could play a part in best practice. This statement was probably, not intended to encourage unilateral decisions or a hierarchical approach from any one group. However, despite encouraging clinicians to obtain a degree of control, without collaborative approaches, the process may appear otherwise.

In the acute setting regardless of environment the locus of control is often within the cardiologist grasp as most decision are made at the bedside. The grey areas start at discharge and extend further with ambulatory conditions. CHF can be largely managed in the community with more intensive specialist care during periods of decompensation. In the NT hospital cardiology focused acute care is only possible in one hospital, the Royal Darwin Hospital, while cardiology supervised subacute care is only possible in Darwin. In the NT the locus of control for a significant number of acute care cases and greater number of subacute cases are not within cardiology control. In stable cases, while the urgency of specialty consultation is less there are still challenges. In this regard we have set up early measures to collect prospective data [4] and pilot supporting intervention tools [5].

In the end obtaining data alone may not be sufficient. Importantly, clinicians should explore strategies to implement these research findings. To do so the evidence gathered needs to be robust, durable, explore measures of cost economics wide reaching and remain externally valid for a broad demographic. We have to be convincing in our findings to influence other prescribers (general practitioners, other subspecialists, nurse practitioners) and policy makers who can determine the success of HF management programmes. Additional challenges that necessitate research strategies with broad aims are the funding and staffing availability, or relative scarcity. In a sense research strategies need to be multidimensional with creative use of funding, where staff also multi-task, which could have consequences for the depth of information and validity of findings. Unfortunately efficiency in the research sense is synonymous in economic terms due to issues of validity.

Collecting research data in the NT has become relatively easier. Research infrastructure has been strengthened and assistance from partners has helped. Although there are these positive developmental elements, we are keen to highlight some areas of contention e.g. the performance measures added and/or rested in the NTHFI-CA (4). The questions we anticipate when the results are available: Firstly, will the rationale for the decisions made be free from scrutiny, i.e. without significant precedence from trials in the region significant assumptions have to be made; and secondly, the application of results to a larger audience outside the NT i.e will federal policy makers be persuaded about the cost effectiveness of strategies for this populations. This first hurdle usually does not greatly affect strategies that call for increased resources in staffing and infrastructure. As we have previously highlighted this one-dimensional strategy may not however in the long term achieve the programme goals [1,2]. Thus in our case, should

*Northern Territory Heart Failure Initiative - 2 Worlds Study (NTHFI - 2Worlds) – a third study in progress, aimed at assessing an Indigenous patient journey mapping tool in a prospective pilot. Study details are in preparation and will be published when completed.
Structuring interventional research studies is not a difficult process when funding has been secured. The gold standard RCT may unfortunately not be the most suitable study to conduct. While maintaining a strong internal validity two issues are worth highlighting. Firstly, the NT population is vulnerable and a placebo arm may not receive ethics committee support. An example here was the SHARP study on Vytorin, where there was concern of the effects of placebo on an already at risk group. Secondly, are the issues of the comparator. Non-inferiority studies would be supported, this will however require a baseline study to compare and agreement on the comparator. This may be less contentious for hospital based therapeutics, but more so for community based interventions. An example we highlight here has been in shaping a CDSMP as part of a CHF disease management programme. The locally generated and federal government supported CFPIc, has had some stumbling blocks in the NT due to concerns of time and user friendliness and application to a broad clientele e.g. Indigenous Australians. Thus any study on CDSMP will require trialing several strategies some favored by administrators, others by clinicians and/or allied health, who implements these strategies. Furthermore there is a need to convince general practitioners, who appear to be the key for CDSMP success [8,9], to participate, while there remain ongoing concerns on remuneration, practice staffing to complete and follow-up along with individual practice preferences. Finally, while some may argue that community based strategies are not within the domain of cardiologist, it may be that in remote strategies the distinction and boundaries between primary care and tertiary care will actually become less defined purely from the sheer numbers of patients, the illness burden with comorbidities and staffing shortfalls. In this case community strategies for ambulatory conditions could receive some primary care at tertiary centers and followed through remotely and vice-versa, as a measure in efficiency. A consensus on the approach and sharing of information will be part of this new paradigm.

The ideal interventional research study for this region would have the primary aims of patient and staff self-reported satisfaction (or technology uptake) and health economics, with secondary aims of outcomes and within a quasi-experimental design. This will address issues of compliance, staff user friendliness and whether the system...
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will invest in this approach for the long term. While outcomes are the primary aims of many RCT, we have to accept that merely implementing RCT findings has not generated the desired clinical outcomes. Of concern, is the limited emphasis on phase 4 post marketing data to further explore the outcomes of new therapies in a regional setting. Perhaps, it could be argued that policy makers do assume that the findings from RCT will generate the necessary benefits as advertised. It is thus important that we explore step lock measures in research; for e.g. as highlighted many systems readily implement findings from RCT when questions of external validity still remain. In this should we not assume that if we implement a strategy that improves compliance and delivery i.e meeting the RCT design, would these also not equate to outcomes, thus negating the need for outcome measures in this study. Alternatively exploring quasi-experimental trial designs. Benefits of this approach is that the results are likely to have high external validity, allow for a broad experimental intervention and replicate real world clinical conditions [9-11]. To date there have been no such trials on a large scale for CHF, nor has any such trial significantly influenced policy for any cardiovascular condition, to our knowledge. Asch et al. however using this design was able to demonstrate the benefits of a collaborative organizational care intervention in CHF [12]. Other small but limited examples for CHF have also been published [12-15].

For cardiovascular disease as a whole, some large studies have been reported, mostly positive [6-23], although longer term translation of findings into actual clinical care within those systems is unknown. Failures have also been seen with this approach in the British NHS [24]. Findings from other studies are also awaited [25]. It remains to be seen that if we choose to go down this pathway when more data becomes available [4,5] would the funding bodies and policy makers equally support collaborative programme funding with this design.

In summary, in remote care there are alternative prescribers for therapy, policy makers who decide on deliverable services and a difficult demographic to conduct research studies where the findings could influence policy. This would appear to create a tug-of-war for control of CHF care away from the cardiologist. This would appear to create a tug-of-war for control of CHF care away from the cardiologist. Optimizing CHF care in this setting remains difficult, but not from lack of intent. While cardiology control over the process is variable, accountability is still required. In moving forward, for cardiologist to assume greater control, we could support the need for cardiologist driven efforts to increase their credibility by steering the regional evidence generating processes. This process requires acknowledging the existing paradigm and tailoring studies to generate credible evidence to support the newer paradigms. In gathering this evidence we propose several points that are worth considering. Firstly, there are situations where local interpretation of evidence matched with experimental trial designs are probably required. Whether this is a good way forward is uncertain however it allows for us to maximize the information we gain and explore implementing broad collaborative strategies; Secondly, exploring alternative interventional studies apart from the gold standard RCT to broaden intervention options with a wide external appeal. This may remain until there are further efforts to define:

- Principles on interpreting external validity of studies [3]
- Importance of physiological modulation behind the drug therapies, thus broadening the acceptability for physiological based prescribing principles for future studies in CHF, particularly with comorbidities [2,3]
- The axis of control for subspecialty ambulatory health care conditions that require collaborative and multifaceted approaches to research practice [1]

It would appear to improve CHF care; there is a need for a broader range of interventional research tools that focus on implementation in a heterogeneous group and allow a broader range of questions to be answered, that can similarly steer policy. We would encourage clinicians in similar clinical settings to contribute further in this area. Thus the locus of control for CHF in remote practice lies within the system broadly. It is important however that cardiologist, who are the principal prescribers, also accept the greatest share of responsibility for outcomes. In doing so cardiologist, should take a leading role in steering the discussion and ensuring accountability with a collegial spirit and collaborative approach for this sub-specialty ambulatory care condition (Figure 1).
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